
GoControl! Security Battery Replacement Guide 

For questions about additional upgrades or services, call Eric at 208-819-8595.  Emergency and after-hours assistance is available, 
toll-free, at 866-291-3599.  You will be required to provide your full account number, name and four digit passcode. 

Wireless Door /Window Contact 
Requires: two (2) 2032 3V Lithium battery.  Procedure:  At the top (a short edge) of the sensor, push down the clip to unlock the 
sensor’s backplate. Then, gently pull down on the backplate to remove it.  Place a small flathead screwdriver in the slot between the 
metal clip and battery.  Holding down the raised plastic edge in the battery compartment, gently twist the screwdriver to pop out each 
battery.  Insert the replacement batteries in the compartment. The plus (+) sign of both batteries should be facing up and the minus 
(‐) side facing down.  Replace cover.   

Control Panel 
Call 208-623-6331 to order. 

In-Frame Wireless Door Contact 
Requires: one (1) CR123A 3V Lithium battery.  Procedure:  Remove the two screws and pull contact from door jamb.  Use a small flat‐
head screw driver to push the clips on the side of the sensor casing in, Then remove the cap.  Before removing the circuit board, it is 
important to observe how the board fits into the grooved channel on the inside of the sensor cap. When replacing the board, ensure 
the circuit board fits back into the channel for a proper fit.  Gently remove the circuit board from the casing. Remove the battery from 
the compartment. Insert the new or replacement battery into the compartment. Always match the plus (+) sign on the battery with 
the flat side of the compartment and the minus (‐) sign on the battery with the spring side. 6 Reinsert the circuit board to fit snugly 
inside casing and then replace the sensor cap, taking care to ensure the circuit board fits properly in the cap’s grooved channel.  Rein-
sert contact into door jamb and replace screws, careful not to over tighten.    

Wireless Motion Detector  
Requires: one (1) Panasonic CR123A 3V Lithium battery.   Procedure: Remove the screw from case bottom.  Remove the backplate 
using a bottom‐to‐top lifting motion.  Remove old battery and insert replacement battery.  Always match the plus (+) sign on the 
battery with the flat side of the compartment and the minus (‐) sign on the battery with the spring side.  Replace the PIR cover and 
screw.  (If the motion detector is on a bracket, you may remove it from the bracket by lifting straight upwards.  Keep the motion 
detector level as you lift gently so as not to damage bracket).  

Wireless Smoke/Freeze Detector  
Requires: three (3) premium AAA batteries.  Procedure:  Remove the alarm from its base by twisting the it counter‐clockwise. 
Remove the old batteries.  To ensure proper power‐down sequence, wait a minimum of 20 seconds before inserting new batteries.  
Insert three AAA batteries in the battery compartment. Follow the polarity diagram inside the compartment.  Reinstall the alarm onto 
the mounting base by turning the alarm clockwise until the mating marks align. After the power‐up sequence, the green LED should 
blink about once every 12 seconds to indicate normal operation. 

Wireless Glass Break Detector  
Requires: two (2) CR123A 3V Lithium batteries.  Procedure:  Holding the cover and base, twist the cover in a counter‐clockwise 
motion. When the imprinted arrows on the side of the detector are aligned, separate the unit.  Remove the old batteries.  Insert the 
batteries in the compartment. Always match the plus (+) sign on the battery with the flat side of the compartment and the minus (‐) 
sign on the battery with the spring side of the compartment. It takes approximately five (5) seconds for the detector to power ON.  
Holding the cover, align the imprinted arrows on the detector and then twist the cover in a clockwise motion to close the unit.    

IMPORTANT: Always dispose and/or recycle used batteries in 
accordance with the hazardous waste recovery and recycling 
regulations for your location. Your city, state, or country may 
also require you to comply with additional handling, recycling, 
and disposal requirements.  WARNING: Failure to follow these 
warnings and instructions can lead to heat generation, rupture, 
leakage, explosion, fire, or other injury, or damage. Do not 
insert the battery into the compartment in the wrong direction. 
Always replace the battery with the same or equivalent type.  
Never recharge or disassemble the battery. Never place the 
battery in fire or water. Always keep batteries away from small 
children If batteries are swallowed, promptly see a doctor. 

Wireless Carbon Monoxide Detector  
Requires: one (1) CR123A 3V Lithium battery.  Procedure:  Remove the detector from its mounting base by twisting the 
detector counterclockwise.  To ensure proper power‐down sequence, wait a minimum of 20 seconds before installing new battery.  
Install a new 3V CR123A lithium battery in the battery compartment. Follow the polarity diagram inside the compartment!  Reinstall 
onto the mounting base by turning the detector clockwise.  After the power‐up sequence the green LED should blink about once every 
12 seconds to indicate normal operation. 

4-Button Keyfob 
Requires: one (1) CR2025 3V Lithium battery.  Procedure: Remove the screw from the back of the keyfob.  Separate the faceplate 
from its backplate.  Slide the existing battery out from under the metal battery clip on the printed circuit board.  Insert the new 
battery into the metal battery clip on the printed circuit board.  The plus (+) sign on the battery should be facing up and the minus (‐) 
side facing down.  Replace the printed circuit board into the faceplate of the keyfob.  Replace the key ring in the space provided 
bottom of the fob. Then snap the keyfob faceplate and backplate closed.  Secure the screw into the back of the keyfob.  

In-Frame Wireless Plunger Contact 
Requires: one (1) CR1620 3V Lithium battery.   
Procedure:  Remove the two screws and pull contact from door jamb.  Remove rubber cap from rear of contact.  Slide old battery out 
from under the battery clip and replace with a fresh battery.  Replace rubber cap.  Reinsert contact into door jamb and replace 
screws, careful not to over tighten. 

Evergreen 
 Security 

Call 866-291-3599 and place your system into 
“test” prior to removing any device covers. 
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Wireless Doorbell  
Requires: one (1) CR2032 3V Lithium battery.  Procedure:  Insert a small flat head screwdriver at the top of the backplate to remove 
it.  Use the battery pull tab to remove the old battery.  Replace battery and snap cover back into place.  

Wireless Motion Detector  
Requires: one (1) Panasonic CR123A 3V Lithium battery.   Procedure: Remove the screw from case bottom.  Remove the backplate 
using a bottom‐to‐top lifting motion.  Remove old battery and insert replacement battery.  Always match the plus (+) sign on the 
battery with the flat side of the compartment and the minus (‐) sign on the battery with the spring side.  Replace the PIR cover and 
screw.  (If the motion detector is on a bracket, you may remove it from the bracket by lifting straight upwards.  Keep the motion 
detector level as you lift gently so as not to damage bracket).  

Wireless Smoke/Freeze Detector  
Requires: three (3) premium AAA batteries.  Procedure:  Remove the alarm from its base by twisting the it counter‐clockwise. 
Remove the old batteries.  To ensure proper power‐down sequence, wait a minimum of 20 seconds before inserting new batteries.  
Insert three AAA batteries in the battery compartment. Follow the polarity diagram inside the compartment.  Reinstall the alarm onto 
the mounting base by turning the alarm clockwise until the mating marks align. After the power‐up sequence, the green LED should 
blink about once every 12 seconds to indicate normal operation. 

Evergreen 
 Security 

Call 866-291-3599 and place your system into “test” prior to removing any device covers. 

Wireless Tilt Sensor 
Requires: one (1) CR2032 3V Lithium battery.  Procedure:  To remove the sensor from its mounting base, press a small flathead 
screwdriver into the slot on the side of the sensor and turn the screwdriver 90°.  Remove the battery by placing a small flathead 
screwdriver in the slot between the metal clip and the battery, then twist the screwdriver slightly while holding back one of the black 
plastic edges holding the battery.  Insert the new battery with the (+) side facing up.  Replace the sensor onto the sensor base being 
sure the tamper button is aligned with the tamper tab. 

Flood and Temperature Sensor  
Requires: one (1) CR2 3V Lithium battery.   
Procedure:  Push down on thumb tab until sensor case separates.  Tilt sensor cover and remove from base.  Remove battery.  
Wait a few seconds, then install new battery.  Close sensor.   


